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BXODUS INTO THB 1J'ORW. By Loren
B. Halvorson. Minneapolis: Augsburg
Press, 1966. 115 pages. Paper. $1.50.

raining a healthy relationship between easasemeat with and disenpgemeat f,o,,.
"worldly" activities. He affirms that a fresh
THB NBW URBAN SOCIEI'Y. By David combination of present typa of ccclesiastical
S. Schuller. St. Louis: Concordia Publish- patterns plus some bold new forms emphasizing House, 1966. 101 p:ages. Paper. $1.00. ing all dimensions of Christian existence will
set the church in proper relation to its cask.
GOD'S PROZBN PEOPLB. By Mark Gibbs
What is the subsrance of the discussion
and T. Ralph Morton. Philadelphia: The which this book offers?
Westminster Press, 1965. 192 pases.
Firsr, the church is questionable in a world
Paper. $1.65.
"come of age," a world which casts its ballots
UNCHANGING MISSION. By Douslas without reference to God. And yet modem
m11n who is sep:arated from nature ("disenWebster. Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
chantment of the world"), separated from his
1965. 75 pages. Paper. $1.50.
fellowmen, separated from himself, diseaPerh:ips many in the church have wished chanted about his work, marriase, and evea
th:it someone would gather most of the recreation, may at the very point of losing
streams of concern about the church which his life be closest to finding it because he is
are running today and channel them in one
ever being confronted by God's word of
not-too-large and not-too-sophisticated dis- judsment. When the radical question ''Why
cussioa. Halvorson, assistant director in am I?" is asked, "the Gospel is the ndical,
charge of lay trainins and church occupations powerful
prophet answer to the
in the pit,
of the Board of College Education of The ID the sinner on his knees, to the prodipl
American Lutheran Church, writes easily in his alienation fromtheeverything in
far
about a restless church. His footDOtes dip country."
inlD the waters of Heinz-Dietrich Wendland,
Second, ezploring Marty's conc:epu of the
Peter L. Berger, Dietrich Bonhoeifer, George church in the cave (where the Word of forW. Weber, Martin E. Marty, Langdon Gil- giveness and reconciliation is heard in tbe
key, Colin Williams, Gibson Wiater, Wil- posture of confession), in the tent (where people
liam Stringfellow, and Martin Luther. Har- the
arc gathered and equipped), and
vey Cox is absent from the list.
in the city (where the Word is given shape
Halvorson sees the church facing .revolu- in concrete action). Halvorson affirms that
tioa, renewal,encounter.
exodus, and
But life ia tbe church must pulsate with the
he also sees the church facing judsmenr,rhythm
Jet
of word and deed of being the church
possessing tbe Gospel and therefore hope that gathers in tbe saacawy ID wonhip and
while seeking the possibilities of .rcaewa1 in disperses ialD the city ID sene. ''When the
tbe poverty of repentance. Halvonoa will teat becomes the end in iaelf, and becomes
have nothing to do with the church seeking a fortrca shutting us off fmm the world,
• radical solution in one of two directions: tbea the trqedy of Israel is repeated. • • •
either in flight from tbe world inlD a new The world is nae: impiessecl or interested in
monuticilm or in a hasty and ill-prepared what goes oa within tbe teat. • • • Ia the
plunge into the world. He argues that tbe midst of life His Word is to be acted upoa
hope of tbe church's renewalmainlies ia
and spoken. • • • Ia the teat, u we gather
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to celebrate the great acts of identity, we mission in the modern world? These are the
questions
are reminded that it is God's purpose
to
which compel a statement of the
dwell in the midst of men."
principles of re-formation. What are these?
Thus in dealing with Christian secularity,
Reformation of the church is initially •
Halvorson arsucs for an undenranding of theological task of undentanding the narurc
the relationship between the church and the of thethechurch
essential
and its mission. Since form
secular that recognizes bo1b
dif- follows faith, the rcsuucruring of the church
ferences ,,,,,, the essential relationships. By involves initially the theological task of probChristian secularity he means Luther's idea ing in depth what it means to be the church.
of the world as not the place to earn an ac- The freedom toward the secular ( in Luther's
ceptable srarus before God but rather the words, freedom "toward the things beneath")
place to render service to one's neighbor in is given to those justified through faith, and
response to God's love. "The doctrine of the form of the church may be restrucrurcd
justification by faith which sets men free for according to the need of the time in which
service in the world must be the beginning we live. "Because the church is set free from
point of our life in the city. • . . The Gospel bondage to a particular pattern she can acthus frees the Christian to understand his cept as the servant church the forms necessary
task in the secular orden because through to serve the needs of the neighbor in the
the Gospel he sees them as secular. • • • world. It is not the task of the church to
While denying the claims to autonomy of impose her own ecclesiastical instirutions
modem secularism, he still maintains a upon the community but rather to work
healthy thrust toward the world as the arena within the existing strucrurcs of a cominto which God calls him to serve his neigh- munity." Too heavy investments in specific
bor. . • . The proper index, then, for the properties and patterns will limit the flexibeliever's 'churchmanship' is not simply the bility so necessary in creative experiments.
number of hours spent in the tent but rather The direction of the church's mission is outthe quality of his life in the city through ward, not inward. "It must be built on the
his occupational and social involvements."
strategy of losing oneself instirutionally in
The failure of the church to embrace the order to serve the neighbor in love. . • •
world as God's creation and the place where Perhaps the divisions at the altar will not be
all things find fulfillment in Christ may be so uagic if the churches move in concert in
the point of her wont fault. 'To the degree serving the world's needs. . • • Finally, the
the
that
church has failed to equip the laity development of a minisuy which moves out
for their minisuics and to direct them out- into the secular territories which have fallen
ward toward their neighbon and into the between the churches (the 'no-man"s land' of
city, to that degree the church has conuibutcd public life) calls for an extension of the
to the secularism of our culture." The careful boundaries of the parish to correspond with
preparation of the laity for a true secularity the total civil community in which the inbased on a uue undentanding of the nature dividuals of the separate parishes live, work,
of the Gospel and the mission of the church vote, play, and create. Lest this enlargement
becomes a matter of high priority. The l•los of the boundaries extinguish the last bit of
or end for which the laity is prepared is energy of the beleaguered clergy, it will be
a minisuy in their secular context.
a necessary parallel with this development to
Third, what is to be the new pattern of establish team minisuies where the unique
the church's minisuy? What is the relation- skills of the ordained and unordained alike
ship between faith and form, between tlv:ol- can be pooled to strengthen each other's work
ogy and polity? To what extent can the old and to make possible specialized and creative
panems be bypassed or ignored? What will minisuies."
prevent us from falling into new uaps?
Fourth, what possible 10lutiom are in view
What are the aiteria that should guide the toward freeing the pasror of the multiple
church in developing patterm.relevant to her demands made on him, so that he can· devote-
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himself to the traditional role of preaching
and teaching? Proposed are utilization of volunteer and salaried lay penom, a reduction
of congregational activities, the combining of the staffs and .resources of several congregations in a team ministry that will provide specialized services. The new structure
will have both a parochial and public focus
as the "extended" parish.
"Exodus into Tomorrow'' is Halvorson'•
closing chapter. If the days in which the
church occupies a privileged position in
American life are numbered, as some predict,
hard days may come for the church, it is uue,
but they may be healthy ones which force on
us the radical questions necessary for renewal.
The church may well need the training of the
desert. Her displacement may involve being
stripped of excess baggage and being compelled to find the essential equipment and
discipline for the invasion of the new land.
An uncertain future makes many people
fearful. Institutional change may cause panic
and despair. Anxious and exaggerated questions are asked. What will be the fate of the
church that seeks t0 accompany society
through its rapid change?
Halvorson makes some sober yet hopeful
observations. The world is Christ's, therefore
ours. For it He died and intercedes. We
need to hear the word of justification that
sets us free t0 be of service in the world.
We are to bring an old message tO a new
world. Creative and fresh strategies will be
necessary. The company of the committed
will have a hard but exciting life. Because
their Lord has claimed the future, they can
claim it, too, and .find Him there. The
church is on the edge of tomorrow. Goel has
given her this day. To accept it will mean
reformation in the church's life and mission
u she moves beyond the sanctuary.
Schuller's study asks if the church has a
unique answer to give to the new urban
society's revolutionary impact on people,
ethics, institutions, and culture. He answers
the question in an usured affirmative, if
Christians will move into
market
the places
of the emergins merropolis
meet aad
the
world in honest dialog,
convey
seeking to

453

God's Word as He speaks jucfameot and
grace.
This discussion is a straightforward look
at the reality of the city and an honest, concerned wrestling with its sigoi.ficaoce before
Goel. The six steps toward action are valid
and concise, steps that concerned pastors and
people will want to study, ponder, discuss,
and act upon. Of the many discussions of the
church and urban society, Schuller's speaks
theologically more soundly than most and is
as informed u the best.
The book by Gibbs and Morton is for and
about God's ordinary people, for the men
and women who are sincerely concerned with
the Christian faith, who are nevertheless a
little unhappy with the church around the
corner, and who want something in fairly
blunt language that they can chew over and
argue about and maybe pray a bit about.
This book comes out of the British situation and is sharply critical of the church, yet
as addressed to laymen it speaks with trenchancy, clarity, and wisdom. It is an excellent
little book for reading, study, and group discussion.
Webster treats the mission of the church
tO the world in the 1960s from a theological
point of view. One could wish that the treat•
meat were fresh and alive. Serious and careful it is, but hardly exciting. It fails to cap.
ture both the pain and the thrill of the
unchanging mission that must meet the world
today.
HADY G. COINER

LOG CABIN TO LUTHBR TOWER. by
Carl S. Meyer. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1966. xi and 322 pages.
Ooth. $7.95.
"A very .fitting climax to our 125th Anniversary." "One of the best histories of a
seminary." With these expressions from
those to whom this book is dedicated-the
members of the Concordia Seminary faculty
- this reviewer agrees. It is very bard for
one who is so sentimentally and emotionally
tied to the subject of a colleque's hook to be
objective about this work.
This is a bold and very readable book on
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a difficult 111bject. The history of an institution - particularly II theological seminaryis an extremely complex study. Persons,
places, issues, and buildings are h:ard to bring
into existence without a multiplicity of dares,
but in this the author succeeds fully. The
subtitle 'Toward a More Excellent Ministry"'
riass out dearly and sharply in each chapter.
With an artist's pen the author weaves
the record of the school into the warp and
woof of the church's hisrory. Particularly incisive is his analysis of student and faculty
roles over the past century and a quarter.
More than one graduate has forgotten his
school days in the overglamorization that
years bring to an alumnus. Perhaps it will
serve to remind more than one of us of the
state of both the church and the seminary
when we were students.
Meyer suggests that the seminary divide
ill history, as perhaps the Synod does, around
1920. The section "From Log Cabin to
Gothic Grandeur"' parallels the first segment
of this history, and "Confrontation, Conflict,
and Confessionalism"' brings us into the
present. To those not of the seminary "family'' this work might seem just a picture of
a nationalistic immigrant group come alive
both in a seminary and in a church body, but
it must be reckoned with u an extremely important book in the history of Lutheranism
in America both in the past and in our day.
JOHN W. CONSTABLE

Walther, hymnological standards were hi&h
from the early years of the Missouri Synod.
Many battles were fought in this synod to standards
maintain high
in the middle of the
19th century and to resist lowering the IWl•
dards in the 19th and 20th centuries. Schalk'•
publication devotes much attention ID this
history and development. His interestiq
work will fascinate the laity of the church
no less than students, teachers, pastors, and
theologians.
W ALTl!R E. BUSZIN

GBRMAN BIBUJS BBFORB LUTHBR:
THB STORY OP 14 HIGH-GBRMA.N
EDITIONS. By Kenneth A. Strand. Grand
Rapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1966. 64 pages. Ooth.
$4.00.
There is much that one admires about
this book: The extensive reading
went that
into its compilation, the benefit it can ha't'e
in dispelling the myth that before Luther
the Bible was not available in German, and
the list of illustrative plates at the end.
Moreover, the printer has done an excellent
job of offset printing.
But it is difficult to react only positively
to the contents, possibly because one cannot
tell whether Strand intended to write a popular work or a work of scholarship. The first
chapter discusses facts of publication, giviq
chronolosical tables and the criteria for
drawing them up. The second gives a description of the physical size and character·
THB RO<YrS OP HYMNODY IN THB istia of the Bibles ( eype faces, pqe size,
LUTHBRAN CHURCH - MISSOURI eype of illustrations). The third chapter gives
SYNOD. By Carl Schalk. Sr. Louis, Mo.: an extremely brief genealoBJ of test type1
Concordia Publishing House, 1965. 61 and artistic decoration. The final chapter,
pqes. Paper. $1.75.
'The Bible in the Middle Ages," disc:usRI
oneBibles, giva
The author is a member of the faculty of medieval manuscript
of the printer• of the
paragraph
Conmrdia Teachers Colleae,
River biographies
Porea, Ill.
His pamphlet is the fint to treat hymm of 14 printed Bibles and the relation of these
the church body ID which he belonp. Al- printers to the church-all in six paaa.
dmu.gh the Missouri Synod is not noted for A final section gives 21 plates that illustrale
its culmral mndards, its hymm are a notable the phyaical appeamnce of these Bibles.
ampdoa. Under the leadership of C. P. W.
The aaual ten of the book filla only 20
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P-.CS- Each page is liberally documented

with references to secondary literature. But
the text itself sives little that is original.
The book is apparently aimed at the popular
audience, since the rechnical terms of descriptive bibliography arc avoided ( for example, the term "colophon" is not used). The
artistic qualities of the illustrations arc mentioned, but in lang113gc so seneral and personal as to be practically meaningless
(pp. 27 f.). No attempt is made to determine whether their motifs are traditional
or original.
In short, the content seems to make little
advance over the material in Rcu's Lllthws
German Bible ( Columbus, 1934); the illustrations are interesting but largely unused in
the body of the book. The price is rather
high for a book of this size.
EDGAR KRENTZ

GOD lN THB NB\V TBSTAMBNT. By
W. W. Argyle. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1966. 224 pages.
Boards. $2.95.
ArSYlc, instruetor in Greek at Oxford Uni•ersity, bridges the gap between technical
works of scholarship and the interested layman in this work. After a chapter outlining
the ideas of God that unite Old and New
Testaments (for example, righteousness,
kingdom, covenant), he discusses in successive chapters the sovereignty and fatherhood of God, the Son of God, the Spirit of
God, the beginnings of the docuinc of the
Trinity in the New Testament, and God as
giftf of life. His approach might be de1Cribcd as a mildly critical Biblicism.
While 10mc opinions may disturb (for inscance, that some actions in the Old Testament are unworthy of the Spirit), the book
in geocnl adequately and inu:restinaly pre1e11Cs the Biblical material. The chapter on
the Spirit was especially well done. Argyle
might well serve as the basis for a series of
Bible claacs on God in the New Tesmmmt.
BoGAJl KJlBNTZ

GOD AND MAMMON. By K. P. W. Prior.
Philadelphia: The Westminster Press,
1966. 95 pages. Paper. $1.25.

Prior, an Anglican who has ministered
widely both in England and in the United
States, has performed a valuable service by
providing this brief and masterful exposition of Christian stewardship. Christian pastors and people both in the wealthy western
world and in needy developing nations will
read this book with great profit. They will
learn to master money instead of being mastered by it. The author avoids asceticism and
comes up with a remarkably well-balanced
view in his chapter 'The Way to Raise
Money." Although he greatly favors proportionate cash contributions in an escalating
scale commensurate with God's blessings, he
does not completely rule out the validity of
people bringing offerings in kind and selling
them for the benefit of the church, provided
an important distinction is made: "It is the
people that provide the articles for sale who
arc doing the giving and nor those who
come to buy." He points out that many
who though unable to give much by way
of money are able to make a substantial contribution to God's work in this way.
WILLIAM J. DANJtBa

A GRBAT CHURCH PINDS rTSBLP. By
O. H. Pannkokc. Quitman, Georgia: Privately published, 1966. 253 pages. Ooth.
Price not given.

It is easy to see why this book had u, be
published privately. Here is a finthaod report of the Lutheran Church in America from
1915 to 1945, a most aucial period in the
history of the church in the New World. As
such it is replete with the penooal observations and evaluations of men with whom the
author worked. Some evaluations of men
and qnocls reflect the pcnooal and sharply
biased juc:lpents of Pannkoke. He is particularly keen in his criticisml of both the Mil,.
1011ri Synod and its leadenhip. Tbe abup-
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nea is born of the most difiicult times be

and/or Faith" he speaks of the relationship
between actual histori01l events and the New
Testament writing about those events. Had
this book been intended for professional
of the Lutheran Church will take the time theologians, be might have written in tenm
to rea,rd for posterity their recollections of of Hutori• and Gcsehieht•. The author cites
the church of their day. Pannkoke gives per- the resurrection accounts to show that somesonal descriptions of many men from this times the Gospel writers seem to make no
period, and while one may not always agree effort at all to clarify historical details. Bue
with his reftections, they still serve the
of the empty tomb u a puzzle
whyhisspeak
torical record in many ways. The author beausc Paul and Peter do not mention it?
Evangelists
shows us the most important role be has
The
do.
personally played in the development of the
Does Luther really favor the "viC1my pkLutheran Church in the eventful years that turc" of the atonement? "In the act of the
he describes.
atonement," the author says, "God is solely
The book sulrers much in its makeup. It love." Luther would not agree. He speaks
lacb an index (an essential adjunct to a of God"s wrath, which could not be put
work like this), and there are no footnotes. down without satisfying divine justice (WA
Sharper proofreading would have eliminated 10/1 1, 719 f.) . He declares: "If God"s
many of the spelling mistakes. 'Theeolo- wrath is to be cnken from me and I am to
gians" from the tide page, "autocratic'' on attain grace and forgiveness, this blessing
must be earned from Him by someone. Por
page SS, and ''Valpariso" on page lSl are
God cannot be kind and gracious to sin or
but a few of the slaring ones.
Yet in spite of the poor printing job and remove punishment and wrath unless sin bu
.inadequate proofreading, the work is valu- been paid for and satisfaction has been renable above its obvious bias, if only u a book dered" (WA 21, 2S9). Does not the
to react to by others who also know this "victory picture" present the fruits of the
amnement rather divine
than the
act of
period of the church's history.
the
The incident that stimulated Pannkoke's amnement?
The author had no intention to answer
work wu
400th anniversary of 1 S 17.
all
the questions the reader might ask. He
Perhaps u we appioach the 4S0th anniversary
purpose
ays:
'The
of this book is, therefore,
it will move us to consider spin the proper
atlebration of this event in new ways not nor really to prove anything or even to provide solutions to knotty problems." In fac.
totally unrelated to 1917.
ins
these problems the reader may wish for
JOHN W. CONSTABLB
a greater emphasis on historical factuality
HIS ONLY SON OUR LORD. By Kent S. than the author is prepared to give. People
Knut1011. Minneapolis: Aussbura Pub- do look to theologians for answers; but good
lishing House, 1966. z and 112 paaes. answers depend on the reliability of the Biblical record, of which the author does DOC
Paper. $1.S0.
seem
to be completely sure.
Since the 1eria of which this wlume is
LBwJs W. SPI'JZ
a part is designed to brins CODtemporarJ
theological rbiokingwithout
to people
theo- A CHR.In'MN BNCOUNTBRS A HUNlogical trainin& the author bu reduced the
GRY WORW. By Paul Simon. St. Lows:
me of trcboical lmDiooloa, to a minimum.
Concordia Publishing House, 1966. 9,
Por aample, Wider tbe headiog "History
paaes. Paper. $1.00.

had in the Synod while a member of it.
Nefttthelcss, it is good that men who have
lived duoush the "storm and stress" periods
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CHRISTIAN BNCOUNTBRS THB
WORLD OP BCONOMICS. Paul T.
Heyne. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing
House, 1965. 115 pages. Paper. $1.00.

Concordia Publishing House is to be commended for its recognition of Christian dis' ciplcship as it demonstrates itSClf
thein
world of the here and now. These two booklets make an excellent pair. Pastors will do
very well to promote them as widely as
possible to the members of their congregations. Paul Heyne, theologically trained Valparaiso University economist and a Ph.D. of
the University of Chicago, is wisely unwilling to ascribe Christian validity to
any specific economic system, program, or
policy. He does provide a realistic and lucid
description of the basic operation of economic principles. He is profoundly concerned that a Christian's economics should
remain a servant, not a master.
Simon, Illinois state Senator, newspaper
publisher and author, has studied poverty
problems at home and on five continents.
He provides a graphic description of the
world's dramatic needs. Unlike some Malthusian pessimists, he is not ready to concede that dedicated, competent Christian
people cannot find or implement a solution
to the problem of world poverty and hunger. He advocates a 6-point program for
maximum use of western productive ability
meet thetoneeds
of a huqry world.
Simon offers a somewhat more detailed
program than does Heyne. Both agree that
Christian faith and love are the true source
of the Christian response to the challense of
a complex economy and a world of staggering need.
WILLIAM J. DANXBR

THB CHURCH IN THB MCUlLY
CHANGING COMMUNTrY. By Robert L Wilson and James H. Davis. Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1966. 159 pages.
Paper. $1.25.
Those who see a positive 'ftlue in the

4,1

racially integrated community will find one
of the major theses of this book discouraging: "Every inclusive neighborhood church
is a church in transition; it will eventually
become entirely Negro. .•• · As long as Negroes and whites live in separate communities, an inclusive neighborhood church cannot be maintained indefinitely" (p. 103).
Behind this, in turn, is the sobering thesis
that the local church in most communities
is the "victim" of upheaving social forces
rather than the "molder" of social patterns.
The content of the book is based on a
study, sponsored by the National Division of
Missions, The Methodist Church, of more
than 60 Methodist churches in 22 cities. Wilson is executive secretary of the research and
survey section of the Division; Davis is a
director of research and survey. The book
is popularly written; for that reason the authors give little indication about their research methodology other than that most of
the data was gathered through interviews.
One is grateful for the many insights contained in the volume. Any pastor facing the
challenge of working in an integrating community would profit from the case histories
considered. Where generalizations are made,
however, one does wish that one would have
more baclrground information in order to
form an independent judgment. For example, to what extent do the major conclusions
change when one deals with churches haviq a different form of polity or with a denomination possessing a different social history?
DAVIDS. SClruµD

THB LORD'S SUPPBR: A BIBUCAL INTBRPRBTATION. By Scott McCormick,
Jr. Philadelphia: The Westminster Prea,
1966. 126 pages. Cloth. $3.00.

McCormick does not promise the reader
a devotional book or suggestions for liturgical practica, but an exercise in Biblical theology. He began his study in order to clarify
his own understanding of the Lord.'• Sup-
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per. To do this he found it necessary, he
says, to lay aside ecclesiastical pronouncements and to deal exclusively with the Biblical teachin&, Smrtins in the upper room,
which be finds thoroughly H ebrew, be
turned to the Old Testament for an interpretation of the event tb:at happened there.
Old Testament l)•mbolism, s:acrifices, prophecy- all are called upon to explain the
lord's Supper. He rejects the idea that it is
an outgrowth of the m)•stery cults.
McCormick does not believe in the real
presence of the lord's body and blood in
the Lutheran sense nor in the symbolical
presence in the Zwingli:an sense. The lord's
supper is to him a Messianic feasting, now
in time, but looking with joy to the feasting
in the kingdom to come. He sums up his
own position in the following words:
What is contained in the sacramental bread
and wine is not the substance or symbol of
Jesus' body and blood, but the saving gift
iuuing from his sacrifice. The already broken
bread m,ns his broken body-self, the already
ourpoured wine means his ourpoured blood.
Together they signify what
means
be
in the
obedient sacrifice of his entire pcnon to the
point of death. And what means Jesus in
that sense? Nothing less than God's salvation for men! And that, we know, comes to
them u. gift.
A byprodua of McCormick's exercise in
Biblical theology is his exercise in the use
of Biblical hisher criticism. The reader may
find it helpful in discovering the impact of
the new hermeneutia on systematic theolos,.
I.Ewls W. SPrrz
MYn'lCISM AND BCUMBNISM. By Robley Edward Whitson. New York: Sheed
and Ward, 1966. xv and 209 pages.
Cloth. S4.9S.

Put chairman of the theology department
at Porclbam, Whitson is currently diream
of the Bethlehem Conference on 1leliaicm
and a Jloman Catholic expert OD the Sham
mmement. "Bmmenism" in his tide hu to
do with the toealiry of ieliaion nther than

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol37/iss1/39

merely of Christianity. His work dilCUSSel the
mystical process and state; illustrates Cbristi:an mysticism :at the h:and of First John and
of selected wr itings by SS. Augustine, Bernard of Clairvaux, and John of the Crou;
comp:ares
n
Christi:a mysticism with the mysticism exemplified by :a variety of ancient
Hindu, Buddhist, ConEgyptian, Zor
fucian, and T:aoist texts; and proposes •
Christian approach to other religions that
"entails neither syncretism nor indifferent.ism"
but sees that unity
"an ultim:ate
is • • • real
if Christianity is actually of universal sisnificance" ( p. 187 ) . In two appendices he
addresses himself briefly to Sufist mysticism
and reproduces a series of extraets from an
important aritcle by Jean H ouston, "PsychoChemistry and the Relig ious Consciousness."
This provocative work will in different ways
interest systematici:ms, historians and psychologists of religion, ascetic theologians, and
missiologists. .ARTHUR CARL PIBPK0RN

oastri:a

THB THBOLOGY OP l!VANGBUSM. By
C. Autrey. Nashville, Tenn.: Broadman
Press, 1966. 119 pages. Cloth. $2.7S.
This is a traditional discussion of evanselism with minimal adaptation to the present changes in society. What it has to ay
about the Gospel of redemption by our lord
Jesus Christ and the need for conserving
Biblical truth is all very good, and none of
this should be sacrificed. But the author fails
to apply the Gospel to m:any of the comples:
needs of modern man. He fails to describe
how the Gospel will change an individual so
that he will live in the marketplace • daily
life of Christian discipleship that will powerfully undergird his verbal witness to the
Gospel For example, a cursory examination
revealed no word of evangelistic witness on
racial segregation.
There is a preoccupation with the individual, who certainly must never be lost si&ht of.
Oar lord dnoa!d much time to individuals.
But this treatment fails to do justice to the
need of the individual for reorientatioD in
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the mrporate suuctures in which he finds
himself. The valid insights of Donald McGavran and others emphasizing the need for
reaching man in his particular social group
are conuoverrcd or ignored. Though evangelically orthodox this treatment is inadequate.
WILLIAM J. DANKER.

l\1Y PBOPLB IS THB
BNBMY.

By William
Suingfellow. Garden City, N. Y.: Anchor
Books, 1966. 151 pages. Paper. 95 cents.

We hail with delight the paperback reprint of William Suingfellow's indictment
of lo}'lllty to race first published in 1964.
ldolauy of one's social and racial group ultimately me:ins hatred of self and death of
one's self. "What it means to be a man,"
says Suin,gfellow, "is to be free from idolauy in any form, including, but not alone,
idolatry of race. Jesus Christ helps us to be
men, helps us to know what it means to be
a man, to know that all idolatries are a
tribute to death and then to live in freedom
from all idolatries because of one's reconciliation to God and all one's fellowmen."
WILLIAM J. DANKER.

INTBRPRETING THB BBATtrUDBS. By
Irvin W. Batdorf. Philadelphia: The
WestminSter Press, 1966. 160 pages.
Paperback. $2.25.

tive material drawn from Qumran. All but
one chapter contains n.ther deaailed bibliography or notes. Chapter 3 is devoted almost
entirely to Coozelmann's analysis of Luke,
but the reader is given no hint of the source.
F.llBDBR.ICK W. DANICBR.

THB UPB OP JOHN LANCASTBR
SPALDING. By David Francis Sweeney.
New York: Herder and Herder, 1966.
384 pages. Cloth. $7.50.

It is significant that this first volume in
the series "Makers of American Catholicism,"
under the editorship of John Tracy Ellis,
turns its attention to one of the early native
American bishops of the Roman Catholic
Church. Spalding was bishop of Peoria from
1877 to 1908, • period rife with significant
happeninss in the history of the Roman
Catholic Church in the United States. Spalding was part and parcel of most of these
crucial issues in the Americanization of his
denomination. Many of his coreligionists
did not undersaand his brand of acculturation
to the American scene, but he expressed it
best in the view that "Catholia muse become
morally and intellectually alive" (p. 263) in
this new world.
The work makes valuable conrributiom in
the history of the movement of the Roman

Church westward in the late 18th and early
It is rather difficult to identify the "aver- 19th centuries. Valuable also are the picage layman" for whom this essay on the tures drawn of the training of clergy in the
Beatitudes is allegedly desisned. He is ex- 19th century in Europe.
pected to know French, have access to learned
The bishop of Peoria's role in the estabperiodical literature, and be conversant with lishment of the Catholic University of AmerSchweitzer, Bultmann, Fuchs, Ebel.in& James ica and of the strengthening of church
Robinson, and others. Matthew's
Batdorfs primary schools is carefully drawn. At the tum of
thesis is that
Sermon on the the new century Sweeney finds the bishop
Mount presupposes the grace of God oJfercd both in the realm of labor and politics u
in Jesus, and that the power to fulfill the he forces the church and the government 10
moral requirements lies in the Risen Christ. blessrendering
take
a new and better look at his church
the
Luke
Jesusunderscores in his
mme of age in a non-Roman-Catholic world.
ing that
oJfen and the promise of ul- Much is to be aid for this fine introduction
timate vindication to all who cut their lot to an immigrant church's rise in the 20cb
with Him. Of chief ftlue is the a,mpua- century.
JOHN W. CoNITABLB
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PRACTICAL SI'UDY M'El'HODS POR
SI'UDBNT AND PASTOR. By Donald
P. Rossin and Palmer Ruschke. Minneapolis, Minn.: Donald F. Rossin Co.,
196S. 176 pages. Coth. SS.00.
A new edition of a work on filing and
indexing for the pastor that has won wide
use among Lutheran clergy. The new material in this edition i1 a section on taking
notes and filing note cards. The entire book
is designed to enable the reader to get maximum use out of the Rossin Company's
products. Owners of earlier editions will
not need to replace them
this
with
new edition.
EDGAll KllENTz

KYRIOS CHRISTOS: GBSCHICHTB DBS
CHRISTUSGLlfUBBNS VON DBN ANPANGBN DBS CHRISTBNTUMS BIS
IRBNABUS. By Wilhelm Bousaer. Fifth
edition. Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 196S. niii and 394 pages. Coth.
DM 28.00.

Bousset (186S-1920) wu one of the
dominating New Testament scholars in the
first quarter of this century. He published
works that are still valuablethe
on
Judaism
(
of the New Testament era (Di• Tb•ologi•

,.,,.,,,.,,,z;,b,,,, z.;,.

MS ]IIMfll•ms ;,,. ,,. .

.brr, 1903; 3d ed. by Greasmaoo in 1926),
on Gnosticism, and on the New Testament
(for example, his commentary on Revelation, 1906).
K,nos Christos ( 1913) wu in many
ways his moat influential work. By one of
those ltraJlgC quirks of history, it has never
been tramlated. It is probably too late to
CX>Dlider IUCh a tramlatioo today,
the thoush
influence of Bousset'1 thesis is by no means
gone. He waa 1tr0ngly influenced by the
s:aearcb of the ao-alled nligioasg•sebiebtw,. Seln,u, which flourished till about 1930.
This school souaht to place the history of
~ly Ciristiaoiry into the general history of
mi&i?D• Emphasis .... placed on mystery
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rellsiooa, ancient mysticism, and the piety of
the lower classes.
Bousset soqht to describe the content of
faith in Jesus from this standpoint fmm
Easter to about A. D. 180 (Ireoaeus). His
interest centers in the tides applied to Jesw,
for example, Christ, Son of God, Son of
Man, and Lord. The first two tides were
characteristic of the Palestinian church, the
latter two of the Hellenistic church. Bouuet
reprds worship as the decisive factor in effecting this change in christologicnl terminology. Paul and John are representative of
the Hellenistic church. Jesus is turned into
a Hellenistic cultic hero like Serapis; the
formative influences are popular piery and
the religious climate of the rimes (emperor
cults, mystery religions, ere.).
In all of this, the key discussion is that on
the source of the term K'liolo;. Bousset denies that the Aramaic mari' (or mttr) serves
as the source of the tide. Bultmann followed
him in this. But there is no doubt that Bousset strongly overstated his case. Much New
Testament scholarship today emphasizes the
Palestinian background of ICiioLo;; see, for
example, F. Hahn, Cbrislologiseb• Hobeilslit•l Gottingen, 1963 ) , pp. 67-84, and
Werner Kramer, Christos K,rios Gollessob,.
(Zurich, 1963), pp.91-103. The survival
of µczo6.va itil in 1 Cor. 16:22 in a hellenistic
church argues strongly for the Palestinian
origin of K'liolo;.
What, then, is the value of Bousset today
if his basic thesis will not stand? His book
provides a great collection of material fmm
the New Testament world that an aid in
understanding variant forms of early Chriltianiry (for example, in Corinth, the Putorala, and 10 on). Much of what he aya
of the second century
abiding
has
worth.
Moreover, this work makes clear the need
for careful historical exegesis. Finally, u
a landmark in New Testament theology, a
careful reading of Bowser illuminates many
of the questions facing New TCIWDCDt ltD•
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dents today. This third unaltered reprint of
the second edition ( 1921) is therefore by
no means simply antiquarian.
EDGAR KREN'IZ

DlB BlLDBR ZUR BlBBL: MTr TBXI'BN
AUS DBM ALTBN UND Nl!.UBN Tl!.ST AMl!.NT. By Matthaeus Merian. Edited
by Peter Meinhold. Hamburg: Ho1fmann
und Campe Verlag, 1965. 303 pases.
Cloth, in slipcase. Price not given.
Every edition of Luther's German translation, beginning with his September Testament of 1522, was provided with illustrations, since he regarded illustrations as an
almost indispensable aid for lay understanding of the Bible. Pictures illustrated archaeological ideas ( such as the high priest's
garments, the tabernacle, and so on), the
Old Testament prophets, and the Apocalypse.
This tradition endured for almost a century.
Merian (born 1593), one of the master
engravers of the 17th century, provided a
long series of illustrations for the Old Testament, the Gospels and Acts, and Revelation
(including some apocryphal works). Theillustrations were first included in a Bible by
Lazarus Zerzncr of Suasbourg in 1630, but
Merian's own press in Frankfort continued
to use the plates for a century thereafter. The
Merian Bible became the most popular illustrated edition of South Germany.
This volume reprints all these illustrations
in clear plates with the pertinent section of
the Luther Bible. Merian followed Luther's
tradition in part. Three of the prophets have
illustrations indicating the fulfillment in the
New Testament. The illustrations of Revelation, however, do not make the identification
of the Roman papacy with the beast of Rev.
10-11 clear. Here and there a classical motif
shows up, as the atyr in the illustration of
the parable of the sower. As a document in
the history both of reliaious art and of Biblical interpretation the reprint of these il-
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lustrations is welcome. The book itlelf is
a model of the modern bookmaker's arr.
EDGAR KRENTZ

DlB GLBICHNISSB ]BSU: VBRSUCH
l!.lNBR DBUTUNG. By Eugen Biser.
Miinchen: Kosel-Verlag, 1965. 188 pases.
Cloth. DM 15.80.
In a kind of systematic meditation on the
parables found in the Synoptics ( and some
variations in the Gospel of Thomas) the
author presents the theology of the kingdom
of God as demanding bearing and action, as
reversing human standards of conduct, of
judgment, and as illuminating the sending
of the Son. Thus they demand an interpretation as a whole (im g11nz•r1 g•s•hm),
which alone unlocks their secrets. They remind us that the Kingdom is not primarily
of this world but of God. This reviewer did
not find this work exegetically interesting
or particularly enliahtening.
EDGAR ICREN'IZ

PAUL, APOSTLB OP UBl!.RTY. By Richard N. Longenecker. New York: Harper
lie Row, 1964. x and 310 pases. Cloth.
$4.50.
This volume is a good addition to any
library. Its author has a detailed knowledge
of modern literature on the life and thoqht
of Paul, an equally good knowledge of
Paul's epistles, and a meticulous scholarly
mind. The topic under discussion is the relation of law and freedom in Paul's theology.
Longenecker discusses it under three aspects:
Paul's backsround (including his pre-Christian life), teaching, and practice.
In essence, the thesis is argued that Judaism was not basically legalistic but nomistic,
that it lived in the time of promise, not
fulfillment. Paul and other Jewish Christians
found the tension resolved in Christ. How
this worked out in the cue of Paul is first
examined in his theology and then in his
practice. In Christ and the riahteomneSS He
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woo, law and all nomism is brought to an
end and abrogated. True liberty is srounded
in the indicative of the Gospel and worked
out in its imperative. That imperative is
never a new Torah, IL new detailed code.
What it is can best be seen in Paul's own
attitude toward the Jerusalem church a.nd
the many interchurch and interpersonal relations that his letters reveal. He was a.11 thinss
to a.11 men in Christ.
The richness of this study brinss tosether
illuminating remarks on many problems in
Pauline thcolosv, for example, Romans 7,
the relations of Paul's letters to Aas, Paul's
view of his pre-Christian life, and so on.
The very full bibliographic references also
make it a kind of reference work as to current opinion on most problems it touches.
Three useful indexes enhance the value of
the book. A careful study of this volume
will add to the depth of a pastor's preaching
and teaching.
EDGAR KRENTZ

OLA.VUS Pl!rRI AND THB BCCLBSMSTICAL TRANSFORMATION IN SWBDBN i,21-i,,2: A STUDY IN THB
SWBDISH REFORMATION. By Conrad
Bergendoff. Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
196S. xvi aod 267 pages. Cloth. $3.7S.

Berseodoff's careful investigation of the
crucial generation in the shift of Swedish
religious allegiance from Rome to the Lutheran movement first came our in 1928.
It was notewarthy both for the care lavished
on the inquiry and for its novel thesis
reader.that
Wittenberg the Swedish Reformation depended nor only
on
but also on south German
in.fluenc:a. Over a generation of further
research hu merely confirmed Bergcndoff's
findings; the present new edition, uncb,ogcd
in tbe body of the work. conraim a 6-pagc
evaluation of this new literature. Por tbe
Luthenn who tends one-sidedly to think
of Luthennism u tbe embodiment of Luther's penoua1 (and penonally-cooditicmed)
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theology, this work offers an enlightening
corrective.
ARTHUR CARL PJBPKORN

HB Dll!D AND
ROSI! FOR Ml!.
Br William P. Beck. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1966. 32 pases- Paper.
2S cents; reduced prices for quantity purchases.
This is IL harmonized narrative of the
events of the IBSt days in our Lord's life and
of the period from His resurrection to His
aKension, in the words of Beck's version, Th•
Now T os/0(1111 111 ;.,, 1ho L,mg
«ago of Todfl1,
For an overall evaluation of this version see
this journal, 3S (1964 ), 7S8.
ARTHUR CARL PJBPKORN
OUR 'l!NGUSH BIBLI! IN TH'/!
ORD
MAKING:
OP UPI!
THE
IY
IN LIVING LANI
GUAGE. By Herbert Gordon May. Revised edition. Philadelphia: \Vestminster
Press, 196S. 163 pages. Cloth. $3.9S.
A DICTIONARY OP BIBUCAL AUUSIONS IN BNGUSH UTBRII.TURB. By
Walter B. Fulghum, Jr. New York: Holt,
Rinehart a.nd Winston, 196S. viii and
291 pages. Cloth. $4.9S.
New translations a.nd an increBSed volume
of books about the Bible necessitated a revision of May's informative survey of tbe
history of the English Bible, fim published
in 19S2. Included are two chapters on the
Revised Standard Version and a concluding
chapter on the
of the Bible, with bibliographical suggestions
thetuned
general
to
Notable papyrus discoveries are
mentioned, bur note should have been taken
also of the Bodmer papyri. This book deserves a prominent place in the church
library.
An interesting adjunct
May's to
surve,
is Pulgbum's compilation of Biblical alluaiom in English literature, hued in the
main on tbe text: of tbe King James version. and drawn heavily from Byron's Do,,
J..,., Shakespeare, DcQuincey, Thoreau,

use
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Charles Lamb, Carlyle, Milton, Tennyson,
Melville, Emerson, Thomas Hardy, Samuel
Buder, James Joyce, and Chaucer. The select harvest, which is not of the ordinary
Bartlett variety, is inuoduced under key
Biblicnl words or phrases. The sermonizer
may find much of it too sophisticated for
Sunday morning quotation, but the reading
of this book will deepen his appreciation
of the depth to which the Bible has imbedded itself in American and British
literature.
FREDERICK \VI, DANKER

A N BIP' IN TRODUcrION TO MORAL
THBOLOGY. By Herbert \Vaddams. New
York: The Seabury Press, 1965. 24.0
pages. Paper. $2.25.
\Vadd:uns, a canon :it Canterbury Cathedral :ind formerly 11 lecturer :it McGill University in Montreal, offers 11 nontechnical
present:i
tion
of the major topics of Christian
ethics in the Anglicnn tradition. He vigorously represents an Anglo-Catholic point of
view which is opposed to the abolition of
"moral law" :ind notions which assume that
"the whole of cnsuistry is b:ised on assumptions which have no place in the religion of
Christ." Helmut Thielicke, Paul Lehmann
of Union Theologicnl Seminary, New York,
and C. F. D. Moule of Cambridge University, represent points of view which Canon
Waddams opposes. Charles Gore's Tht1 Saei•l Dat1ri11t1 of th11 S11rman on th11 Mo1111t,
Kenneth Kirk's Th11 Vision of Gotl, Bernard
Ha.ring's The 1.tnu of Christ, a concept of
natural law functioning as a determinative
faaor in moral theology - these serve as
illustrations of positions for which Waddams
reveals his sympathy. At the same time,
Waddams wants it understood chat Anslican
moral theology is to be disrinpished sharply
from that of the Roman Catholic Church and
from that which he understands to be ''Protestant" (in which he includes a neptive
view of Lutheran theology).
RICHAllDKLANN
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A HISTORY OP CHRISTIAN THOUGHT.
Vol. I. By Ono W. Heick. Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1965. xiv and 509 paaesCloth. $8.75.
This is a revision of the first volume of
A History of Christin Tho11Kht, first published in 1943 as a cooperative venture by
the present author and the late L J. Neve.
Teachers and students who had the advantage of the earlier edition will doubtless be
its most loyal publicity qents. Appearing
in an auraaive new dress, it tells the story
of Christian thinking in larger and clearer
type that has added 165 pases to the orisinal
but makes reading and study a still more
pleasant task. One forgets that this is an old
mine reopened for seminarians and others
to dig in. The bibliography has been brought
up to date. Some tides, chiefty German, have
disappeared. A topical index and an indez
of names make the book a handy reference
work covering 16 centuries, including Trent.
LEWIS W. SPl'l'Z
Hl!ROl!S AND GODS: SPIRITUAL BIOGRAPHll!S IN ANTIQUITY. By Moses
Hadas and Morton Smith. New York:
Harper Be Row, 1965. xiv and 266 pages.
Cloth. $5.00.
This 13th volume in the series Rt1ligio•s
P11rs1J11eti11t1s, edited by Ruth Nanda Anshen,
is a history and discussion of the ancient
literary form called aretalogy. Hadu defines the genre in the first section of the
book u the "formal account of the remarkable career of an impressive teaeher that was
used as a basis for moral iDSttUCtion" (p. 7).
To explicate this definition, he discusses in
a popular way ancient hero cults (e.g., Dionysus, Heracles, Theseus), lives of reliaious
leaders ( Orpheus, Pythaaoru), philosophen
(Socrates), biographies and romances (Diogenes, Crates, Cleomenes), and manyrologies ( Eleazar, the Aelll Ah,r•llllrinon,m).
Aretalogies are characterized by lepnd and
a homiletical concern. Most include an ac-
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count of the unusual birth, the work (but tament is contained between the coven of
not in chronolosical order), death and as- this inuoduction
heaven
to the New Testament, pubof the ccnual fisurc.
cension to
lished in French in 1959 under the tide l•
To jUJtify this description Morton Smith troduclion • la Bible, Vol. II: Non.,.
in Part II gives translations or extended sum- Testamenl. The role of Roman Catholic ma.maries of four works that are supposedly in- uibutors is impressive, including among othfluenced by arctalogical concerns: Porphyry"s ers the conuibutions of such eminent scholLi/11 of P11hagora1, Philo's On 1h11 Li/11 of :ars as Joseph Bonsirven, Jules Cambier,
M.01111, Luke's Gospel, and Philosuarus' LJf11 Lucien Ccrfaux, Feuillet himself, and Su.a.isof Apolloni#s of T,ana. Although the au- las Lyonner. Opposition viewpoints are IC•
corded
In addition to
thors state that not a sinsle arculosy
sur-generous treatment.
vives in authentic form (p.103), it is as- ample discussion of the cusromary isqogical
swned that the four documenu will show matters, there is a chapter on Z11il1111dli&h11,
that they have been influenced by this liter- an appendix on New Testament apocrypha,
ary form. This brings to lisht iwo weak- and a concluding chapter on major themes
nesses of the book. ( 1) It is inadequately of the New Testament.
documented. There is almost no guidance
The foreword is designed for magisterial
given to the ancient primary or mod- consumption, but despite the evident concem
ern secondary literarure. Modern schol- to keep within the broad limits of ecclesiasars are rarely mentioned by name, al- tic:ally defined boundaries, the contents remost never with the tide of the work to flect a spacious consideration of the evidence.
which reference is made. (2) There is a Students will find this volume a worthy
kind of least common denominator parallel- supplement to the Feine-Bchm-Kiimmel in•
ism suggested between the works given in rroducrion.
PRBDBIUCK W. DANKD
aeaion two. Yet even a reading in Smith's
PSALM 139: A STUDY IN THB OMNIsummaries makes clear that the four by no
SCIBNCB OP GOD. By B. J. YouDS,
means belong together as sussestcd. The inLondon: The Banner of Truth Trust,
fluence of the kerygma on the outline of the
1965. 128 pases. Paper. 75 cents.
Gospel is not mentioned. Modern research,
conservative devotional and exposimq
A
for enmple, that of K. L Schmidt, on the
form of the Gospel is not described. In analysis of Psalm 139. There are many lines
short. the book does not make its case for in this presentation which will touch die
the inclusion of Luke (or even of Philo) in heart of the devout Christian. Here and
there Young disresses to counter a modem
the literary genre called aretalogy.
critical
position. His insights into the mean·
EDGAR KllBNTZ
ing of the psalm, however, are commendable
NORMAN C. HABBL
INTRODUcrION TO THB NBW TBSTA- and palatable.
Ml!.NT. By A. Robert and Andd Peuillet, QU'/!ST POR THB DIMD SIM SCROW,
translated from the French by Patrick W.
By Geoffrey Palmer. New York: Tbe
Skehan, Edward P. Arbez, Kathryn SulJohn Day Company, 1965. 96 lJl,eL
livan, Lawrence J. Dannemiller, Edward
Cloth. $3.29.
P. Siegman, John P. McCormick, and MarThis interesting account of the famous
tin R. P. McGuire. New York: Desclee Dead Sea Scrolls, written for junior hip
Company, 1965. sxiil and 912 pages, school age children, will make a good addi4 illustrations, 3 maps. Cloth. $15.75.
tion ro any school or church library.
A library of .informarloa on the New TesBooAll w. KllBN'1'Z
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TO MEND THE BROKEN, a paperback, mlntateratq both
aides of the exploslve Integration ls■ue, Despite clvll rights
le_glslatlva gains, laws have not brought about a healing
of the human famlly, Author Karl Lutze, executive secretary
of the Lutheran Human Relations Association of America,,
applles his own deep understanding of the "nevera" and
the "nows" to the pewsltter narchlng for a reaponH
to both.

To Mend the Broken~ paperback '1.15
By Karl E. Lutze
Order 1ZUIZIL
TWO VITAL CALLS

"A growing min/dry
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Unless you've been there, you've never seen the locale and milieu of
the Reformation fifce this before

. In the Footsteps of Martin Luther
A

C..lh,r t,holo 6iogr11t,h:1 - · • weizl1h · of hislorical sect1ef'1 11111111,
1111ail116lt, in 1111 English 111:xl
G11,m1111 11tlilio,1 61 M. A. Kle116erg 1111,l Gerhard Lc11z.11111
. Trmul111ctl 6:1 Erich Hopk•

tmi(J1111

C:-,his

beautiful photo biography puts you personally on
tour In the Footsteps of
Marlin Luther. In aisp, detailed
photographs you see historic sites
and memorials of Luther's life. A
reliable 56-page Luther biography,
with beautiful pen sketches of
European cities, churches, and
castles introduces the photo tour
proper.
. The following 160-page photo
pilgrimage makes your Reformation review a living, joyful ex_perience. You see portraits of Luther, his family~ his contempo-

J

611/0,.

raries; Reformation documents,
scenes of Reformation events, personal effects from Luther's daily
life. Citations from Luther's writings elucidate the wealth of pietures.
Of special interest are photos of
the Wartburg, the Luther pulpit
now in Wittenberg, engravings
of Luther by ·x.ucas Cranach, Sr.
and Jr. Special reference aids are ·
a double-column chronology .correlating· Luther's life with world
events, and an index of names and
places shown.

lf. you_ can't be ,,..,. In 1961
Order In the Footsie,,. of Martin Luther - a wonderful way to
celebrate and appreciate the .C50th anniversary of the Reformation In 1967. 223 pages, 6V,.X9¥.z. O!"fer No.15U1927.
$3.95.
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